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Abstract. We introduce methods that use Gröbner bases for secure secret sharing
schemes. The description is based on polynomials in the ring R = K[X1 , . . . , Xl ] where
identities of the participants and shares of the secret are or are related to ideals in R.
Main theoretical results are related to algorithmical reconstruction of a multivariate
polynomial from such shares with respect to given access structure, as a generalisation
of classical threshold schemes. We apply constructive Chinese remainder theorem in R of
Becker and Weispfenning. Introduced ideas ﬁnd their detailed exposition in our related
works.
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1. Introduction
We present ideas for conditional generalisation of Shamir’s (t, n) threshold secret sharing scheme and Blakley’s threshold SSS, and show how to
create secure secret sharing schemes on multivariate polynomials, assuming
fast calculation of minimal CRT-solution in a variant of CRT-algorithm for
multivariate polynomial ring [2]. However, as we will show there are certain
possibilities to satisfy this assumption in practice.
In Shamir’s scheme one considers randomly chosen polynomial f of
one variable and degree t − 1, and distributes to each of n participants an
element ci of some ﬁnite ﬁeld, publicly assigning it to i − th participant as
his identity, and, appropriately the secret value f (ci ). Now, t participants
from received elements can reconstruct the polynomial, since t values in t
diﬀerent ﬁeld elements determine uniquely a polynomial of degree t − 1.
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A question motivating this work is how to construct a secret sharing scheme if instead of choosing a polynomial of one variable one would
take multivariate polynomial g ∈ K[X1 , . . . , Xl ], and keep unchanged the
ideas of Shamir’s scheme. Hence, now participants publicly receive vectors
ci ∈ K l , there are secretly distributed values g(ci ), and we ask about reconstruction of g. It leads then to a general case where any privileged group
of a general access structure would be able to reconstruct a multivariate
polynomial from shares of the participants.
First, we propose to deﬁne a class of polynomials P and a set of vectors
{ci ∈ K l | i = 1, . . . , n} that would allow, applying Chinese remainder
theorem, reconstruction of such g by t or more participants, while less than
t participants would know that there are at least |K| polynomials from P
possible to be the polynomial g that was chosen. In our extended works
related to this topic we show that there exist and can be found examples
for such classes P and appropriate sets of vectors.
Likewise, later we give an idea for a construction which allows to distribute a multivariate polynomial among the participants forming any
monotonic access structure, such that a privileged set would be able to
reconstruct it, and unprivileged set wouldn’t, meaning that there will be
at least |K| possible choices for the polynomial, or, as it is also possible,
if a value in some point of the multivariate polynomial is treated as the
secret, privileged sets can ﬁnd this value, and unprivileged sets have no
information, i.e., any element from K will be equally probable to be that
value.
In latter construction we won’t need a class P with certain properties or appropriately chosen set of vectors, hence the construction will be
more explicit. Instead of relying on vectors, we associate with each participant an ideal, giving an algorithm for its construction, and for the secret
polynomial, we take any polynomial from K[X1 , . . . , Xl ] of a type
∑
f = f0 +
ci1 ...ik−1 gi1 . . . gik−1
1≤i1 <...<ik−1 ≤k

where deg(f0 ) < deg(g1 . . . gk ) and constants ci1 ...ik−1 are chosen at random
with respect to uniform distribution on K (also, the secret can be taken as
value in its certain point).
However, as we have mentioned, the constructions are conditional since
we assume fast calculations of Gröbner bases needed in reconstructing the
secret polynomial by privileged groups when applying CRT-algorithm [2].
The main motivation then is a theoretical and direct generalisation implied by Shamir’s scheme. Although, it is possible that in practice these
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particular Gröbner bases can eﬃciently be computed, it is not the subject
of this research and we leave this practical question for further consideration. Thus, we haven’t been considering whether our constructions allow
new applications or, from practical point of view, are in any sense better
from constructions already proposed. They, however, show how to transform ideas known in secret sharing schemes into language based on ideals,
abstract algebra, which also allowed achieving certain theoretical results,
as, for instance, classical Shamir’s secret sharing scheme where reconstruction of secret polynomial is based on Chinese remainder theorem, and its
generalisations. Our considerations may as well be interesting for those interested in theory of interpolation.
To sum up:
In the ﬁrst part, our ideas concern a possible framework for general constructions of threshold polynomial based secret sharing schemes which are
generalisations of the classical constructions. For instance, we show how to
reconstruct a polynomial in Shamir’s scheme using CRT, and propose a generalisation. Our primary goal is to introduce an approach for constructing
secret sharing schemes based on Gröbner bases and Becker’s, Weispfenning’s algorithm for ﬁnding minimal CRT-solution in R = K[X1 , . . . , Xl ].
In the second part, we propose methods to deal with a general case
and the construction of a secret sharing scheme for any general access
structure with a use of multivariate polynomial; general means that we
have an arbitrary, not necessarily threshold monotonic access structure.
Users’ identities are ideals of R, secret is a multivariate polynomial, and
shares are certain polynomials that come from reducing the secret modulo
certain Gröbner bases. In our constructions, we assume eﬃciency of ﬁnding
the solution by CRT-algorithm [2].

2. Basic deﬁnitions
We will brieﬂy deﬁne basic concepts.
Monotonic family Γ on X is a family of subsets of X such that if
A ∈ Γ and A ⊆ B ⊆ X then B ∈ Γ .
Privileged or qualiﬁed sets of participants forming a monotonic family Γ are
those sets of participants that are able to reconstruct a secret from received
shares of the secret, i.e., there is a fast algorithm allowing to do so.
Anti-monotonic family of sets Λ on X is a collection of subsets of X such
that if A ∈ Λ and B ⊆ A then B ∈ Λ.
Unprivileged sets in anti-monotonic family Λ are those sets that are not
able to reconstruct the secret in ”reasonable time”, due to probabilistic or
computational bounds.
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Secret sharing scheme Σ, called also simply a sharing scheme, is a method of distributing the secret to the participants.
For a set of participants X an access structure is a tripple (Σ, Γ, Λ)
where Γ ∪ Λ = 2X , and 2X is the power set of X.

3. Related results
Our approach is related to the constructions of secret sharing schemes
in [20], [5], [1], [16], [9]. It is based on methods from the theory of Gröbner
bases, in particular, it is based on new application of the CRT-algorithm [2].
Given a ﬁeld K, there exist propositions for public key cryptosystems
that use the multivariate polynomial ring R = K[X1 , . . . , Xl ], see, for instance, [13], [15], and Buchberger’s algorithm for Gröbner bases computation [3], [7], [12]. However, as it was pointed out in [15] by Koblitz, and
which is often the case while working with Gröbner bases in cryptography,
the proofs on which one could rely the security of such cryptosystems are
very often not known.
We present provably secure constructions of secret sharing schemes
based on Gröbner bases methods, however, we assume fast calculations
of certain Gröbner bases to be able to eﬃciently ﬁnd the CRT-solution
in the algorithm from [2]. We can assume instead that appropriate bases
were publicly announced in precomputations so the CRT-algorithm used
for reconstructing the secret polynomial is fast. In [2], the authors give
a generalisation of CRT-algorithm known for principal ideal domain as
K[X], to CRT-algorithm in the ring K[X1 , . . . , Xl ].
Propositions for secret sharing schemes based on Chinese remainder
theorem can also be found in [1], [16].

4. Computational aspects of the ring K[X1 , . . . , Xl ]
We will give the preliminaries, needed facts from the theory of Gröbner
bases.
When writing about monomials we would think about monic monomials.
Considering computations in the ring of multivariate polynomials R =
K[X1 , . . . , Xl ] ﬁrstly let us state the division theorem, [7], [3], for a total
order on a set of monomials such that when X α ≤ X β then X α+γ ≤ X β+γ ,
and it is always X α ≥ 1. Here, X δ = X1δ1 . . . Xlδl , that is δ is a multi-index.
In the literature this order is called admissible order, however, we refer to
it simply as monomial order, since we consider only this type of order on
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monomials. Degree lexicographic order or lexicographic order are examples
of monomial orders. Assuming axiom of choice, we can have a well order
on a ﬁeld K such that 0 is the minimal element. Of course, we are usually
working with ﬁnite ﬁelds. Thus, we can naturally extend a monomial order
and consider a term order (a term understood as a monomial multiplied
by a coeﬃcient). For a given polynomial g leading term in g is a leading
monomial in g multiplied by its coeﬃcient.
Theorem 1. For a given term ordering and a set of polynomials
{f1 , . . . , fk }, every f ∈ R can be written as
f = a1 f1 + . . . + ak fk + r
where ai , r ∈ R and either r = 0 or r is a K−linear combination of monomials, none of which is divisible by lt(f1 ), . . . , lt(fk ) where lt(fi ) is the
leading term of fi .
This result is known in the theory of Gröbner bases. Its proof implies an
algorithm for dividing a polynomial modulo certain set of polynomials with
a given term ordering, which would be referred to as reducing the polynomial modulo given set. Gröbner bases are those sets of polynomials, divided
modulo which, for any given polynomial there is exactly one remainder r
related to that polynomial.
From now on let us ﬁx a certain term ordering.
Deﬁnition 1. Gröbner basis for an ideal I of R is a ﬁnite collection G
of generators of I such that every nonzero f ∈ I has leading term that is
divisible by the leading term of some polynomial from G. We call a ﬁnite set
of polynomials a Gröbner basis if it is a Gröbner basis of an ideal generated
by this set.
For a Gröbner basis G = {g1 , . . . , gk } for I there is then an equality of
ideals
(lt(I)) = (lt(g1 ), . . . , lt(gk ))
where (lt(I)) is the ideal generated by leading terms of polynomials from I.
It is easy to see the uniqueness of remainders modulo ﬁxed Gröbner basis, since a monomial lies in a monomial ideal if and only if it is divided
by one of monomial generators of the ideal. Thus, for ∑
a Gröbner basis
G =∑
{g1 , . . . , gk }, writing from division theorem f =
ai gi + r1 and
′
f =
ai gi + r2 , if r1 ̸= r2 we have r1 − r2 ∈ I so lt(r1 − r2 ) ∈ (lt(I)),
hence one of the terms in r1 or in r2 is divisible by lt(gi ) for some i, so
there has to be uniqueness.
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Calculation of Gröbner basis depends on the ordering of monomials
that one chooses and in general could be computationally expensive. However, both standard and reduced Gröbner bases are often computable
in practice [12]. In our setting when the Trusted Authority is choosing in
precomputation phase the ideals for which the calculations would be executed, for instance, when there is given a general access structure, as we
will have in our proposal for a generalised sharing scheme, abovementioned methods could ﬁnd their practical use. In our presentation, however,
we think of a black box providing for the participants necessary calculations of Gröbner bases so that generalised CRT-algorithm from [2] is fast.
We can, however, think that relevant Gröbner bases were calculated during
the precomputations (and it will be possible).
This assumption need to be dealt with while thinking about applications, as we have described in the introduction. In this presentation,
however, we will be always thinking that we have eﬃcient CRT-algorithm
and concentrate on developing ”general” theory related to sharing a polynomial.

5. Secure secret sharing schemes using CRT in
K[X1 , . . . , Xl ]
Firstly, we will present an idea related to threshold multivariate polynomial reconstruction. It is convenient to start with univariate example,
which would be a Shamir’s (t, n) threshold scheme where reconstruction of
a polynomial is based on Chinese remainder theorem.
Let K = Fq be appropriately large ﬁnite ﬁeld.
We randomly choose a polynomial f (X) = a0 + a1 X + . . . + at−1 X t−1
(randomly choosing coeﬃcients ai ∈ K). Participants’ identities would be
diﬀerent, nonzero ﬁeld elements ci ∈ K, i = 1, . . . , n.
f (ci ) = ri for i = 1, . . . , n are secret shares of the participants, i.e., ri is
i-th participant’s share.
We can write
f (ci ) − ri = 0. So (X − ci )|(f (X) − ri ), hence f ∈ ri + (X − ci ).
Assume, without loss of generality, that t participants with identities
c1 , . . . , ct have gathered to reconstruct the polynomial. They would make
the calculations using the algorithm from [2]. We state the appropriate
theorem related to the CRT-algorithm that will be used.
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Theorem 2. Fix any (admissible) monomial order on R. For ideals I1 , . . . , Im of R and polynomials f1 , . . . , f∩
m ∈ R, sets intersection
∩
m
m
′
(f
+
I
),
if
non-empty,
is
equal
to
f
+
j
j=1 j
j=1 Ij where algorithmi∩
m
′
cally constructible f ∈ R is minimal in j=1 (fj + Ij ) with respect to
quasi-order on polynomials in R induced from term ordering in R.
Hence, those t participants using quasi-order induced from degree-lexicographic order algorithmically ﬁnd f ′ of minimal degree such that:
t
∩

(ri + (X − ci )) = f ′ +

i=1

t
∩

(X − ci ) = f ′ + (

t
∏

(X − ci ))

i=1

i=1

Since f ′ is minimal deg(f ′ ) ≤ deg(f ) ≤ t − 1.
∏t
Hence, writing f = f ′ + h i=1 (X − ci ) gives h = 0 and f = f ′ , they have
found the chosen polynomial.
Generalisation of threshold construction for R = K[X1 , . . . , Xl ].
First, we will assume the following.
Assumption. Assume that for (t, n) there is a set of points S ∈ K l of
cardinality n and a class of polynomials P ⊆ R, such that for any t points
from S, any t values from K, there is a unique polynomial from P that on
the chosen points takes the chosen values respectively.
Having such P and S:
Choose randomly g ∈ P which would be treated as the secret.
g(ci1 , . . . , cil ) = ri is the share of i-th participant where (ci1 , . . . , cil ) is his
identity.
From the division theorem we have g = ai1 (X1 − ci1 ) + . . . + ail (Xl − cil ) + r
and thus r is constant and r = ri .
It means g ∈ ri + (X1 − ci1 , . . . , Xl − cil ).
If t participants gathers to reconstruct the secret, they can calculate the
following using CRT-algorithm:
t
∩

(ri + (X1 − ci1 , . . . , Xl − cil )) = f ′ +

i=1

t
∩

(X1 − ci1 , . . . , Xl − cil )

i=1

There is
(f ′ +

t
∩

(X1 − ci1 , . . . , Xl − cil )) ∩ P = {g}

i=1

Thus we have certain form of the solution which with the properties of the
class P may allow to extract it. One could give examples of such classes P
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when f ′ that is meant to be found by t participants is exactly g, as, when
P = class of polynomials of the degree not greater than m, and appropriate
S and (n, t) so that the assumption is fulﬁlled (it is possible). Then:
deg(f ′ ) ≤ deg(g) ≤ m ⇒ f ′ ∈ P
′

f (ci1 , . . . , cil ) = ri

and

for i = 1, . . . , t ⇒ f ′ = g

On the other hand, t − 1 participants can’t reconstruct g since for any t-th
value there is in P one possibility for g.
Using similar ideas, one can also give an algorithm to securely share
a multivariate polynomial in (t, t) threshold scheme, i.e., when all participants have to gather to reconstruct the polynomial, where, before the
reconstruction the participants do not know what is the degree of the polynomial that would be reconstructed. Only brieﬂy sketching the construction,
ﬁrst we have a method to ﬁnd ”general” identities for participants, so that
fulﬁlled is somewhat weaker assumption, that:
for any t values there is at least one polynomial in K[X1 , . . . , Xl ] which
takes those values in the identities respectively.
Shares of the participants are randomly chosen ri ∈ K and t participants from ri + (X1 − ci1 , . . . , Xl − cil ) for i = 1, . . . , t, reconstruct the
secret polynomial f ′ , which was chosen while constructing the scheme using
CRT-algorithm.
Further generalisation, to share a polynomial from K[X1 , . . . , Xl ], so it could be reconstructed only by arbitrarily chosen privileged sets.
For any monotonic family Γ , i.e, family of privileged sets, and
anti-monotonic family Λ, i.e., family of unprivileged sets, if N =
{N1 , . . . , Nk } is the family of all maximal unprivileged sets, ﬁrstly we distribute non-associated irreducible polynomials g1 , . . . , gk such that we give
gi to all participants that do not belong to the set Ni , and we perform this
procedure for all i = 1, . . . , k. One can see that participants forming a privileged set have received together all g1 , . . . , gk and participants forming
an unprivileged set lack of certain gj , j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
Public identity of m-th participant is an ideal Im = (gσ1 . . . gσs ) =
(gσ1 ) ∩ . . . ∩ (gσs ) where polynomials used to construct it come from the
set he received.
The secret polynomial would be deﬁned as
∑
f = f0 +
ci1 ...ik−1 gi1 . . . gik−1
1≤i1 <...<ik−1 ≤k
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where deg(f0 ) < deg(g1 . . . gk ) (or just f0 = 0) and constants ci1 ...ik−1 are
chosen at random with respect to uniform distribution on K. We may keep
as the secret only the value f (a) in a ∈ K l such that gi (a) ̸= 0 for all
i = 1, . . . , k.
The share of m-th participant is a polynomial fm that comes from reducing
f modulo Gröbner basis of Im which here is its generator. Thus, for Im =
(hm ) there is f = am h∩m + fm . It gives f ∈ fm + Im .
For I = (g1 . . . gk ) = m∈B Im the participants of a privileged set B take
degree-lexicographic monomial order and ﬁnd f ′ such that
∩
f′ + I =
(fm + Im ).
m∈B

Since f is an element of this set deg(f ′ ) ≤ deg(f ).
We can write f = f ′ + hg1 . . . gk , f − f ′ = hg1 . . . gk which gives h = 0 and
f = f ′ , so by CRT-algorithm they have found the polynomial f .
If none of the participants forming an unprivileged set A received, say
gk , for any of its participants, if his ideal Im = (hm ), we can write
g1 . . . gk = bm hm , and fc = f + cg1 . . . gk gives the same reduced polynomial as was the share that he had received. That means participants
from A cannot deduce f (distinguish between f and fc ), or similarly ﬁnd
f (a), if it is the secret, when a is taken as described.
Example
Let the set of entities X = {P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 } and the family of basis sets
(minimal privileged sets)
B = {{P1 , P2 }, {P1 , P3 }, {P2 , P3 }, {P1 , P4 }}.
The related anti-basis (family of maximal unprivileged sets) is
N = {{P1 }, {P2 , P4 }, {P3 , P4 }}.
Let N1 = {P1 }, N2 = {P2 , P4 }, N3 = {P3 , P4 }.
We will share a multivariate polynomial from Fq [X1 , . . . , Xl ].
Firstly, we construct public ideals for participants using method based on
anti-basis:
We choose g1 , g2 , g3 , non-associated irreducible polynomials (3 since |N| =
3). Accordingly to the method of distribution, we give g1 to every participant except those in N1 , then g2 to everyone except the participants in
N2 , then g3 to everyone except those who are in N3 . After all:
P1 receives the set {g2 , g3 } and his related ideal is I1 = (g2 g3 ) = (g2 )∩(g3 ),
P2 receives the set {g1 , g3 } and his related ideal is I2 = (g1 g3 ) = (g1 )∩(g3 ),
P3 receives the set {g1 , g2 } and his related ideal is I3 = (g1 g2 ) = (g1 )∩(g2 ),
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P4 receives the set {g1 } and his related ideal is I4 = (g1 ).
Let I = (g1 g2 g3 ).
We now choose a polynomial that will be the secret, it’s of the form
f = f0 + c1 g1 g2 + c2 g1 g3 + c3 g2 g3
where ci , i = 1, 2, 3 are chosen randomly from Fq , and f0 is any polynomial
that has degree lower than deg(g1 g2 g3 ). We choose a ∈ Fq such that gi (a) ̸=
0, i = 1, 2, 3 and make it public.
Shares:
We ﬁnd fj which is a reduced form of f modulo Gröbner basis of Ij and
give fj to participant Pj as a share, for j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
That means fj is a remainder in Theorem 1 for f modulo Gröbner basis
of Ij . Our situation is simple since Ij is principal and its generator is
a Gröbner basis for Ij (it is easy to show, since if J = (h) there is (lt((h))) =
(lt(h)) as was required, so h forms a Gröbner basis).
Take
h1 = g2 g3 , h2 = g1 g3 , h3 = g1 g2 , h4 = g1 .
We have Ij = (hj ), j = 1, . . . , 4.
Writing from the Theorem 1
f = aj hj + fj .
The polynomial fj is the share of the participant Pj .
We show that participants from sets of B, from their shares, can reconstruct
f.
For instance, for the participants P1 and P2 .
There is
I1 ∩ I2 = (g2 ) ∩ (g3 ) ∩ (g1 ) ∩ (g3 ) = (g1 ) ∩ (g2 ) ∩ (g3 ) = (g1 g2 g3 ) = I.
In Theorem 2, we ﬁx monomial order: degree-lexicographic, since we
want CRT-algorithm to ﬁnd a polynomial of minimal degree. We have
quasi-order on polynomials that is induced from it. Next for the ideals I1
and I2 and set of polynomials f1 , f2 , the set (f1 +I1 )∩(f2 +I2 ) is non-empty
because the intersection contains f , which can be noted when we wrote f
from Theorem 1.
CRT-algorithm is used to ﬁnd f ′ . There is
f ′ + I1 ∩ I2 = (f1 + I1 ) ∩ (f2 + I2 ).
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So f ′ + I = (f1 + I1 ) ∩ (f2 + I2 ). Our f ′ is minimal in (f1 + I1 ) ∩ (f2 + I2 ).
Since f is also an element of that set, it means that f ′ is smaller than
f with respect to quasi-order induced by degree-lexicographic order on
monomials. Hence, deg(f ′ ) ≤ deg(f ). The polynomial f was chosen such
that deg(f ) < deg(g1 g2 g3 ).
Thus, we also have, deg(f − f ′ ) < deg(g1 g2 g3 ).
Since f ∈ f ′ + I we can write f = f ′ + hg1 g2 g3 . Then f − f ′ = hg1 g2 g3 .
So h = 0 and f ′ = f . The participants reconstructed f ′ which turned out
to be f . They can also read f (a).
We note that for other sets in B it is similar.
We will show that participants of an unprivileged set cannot reconstruct f .
For instance, take N3 = {P2 , P4 }.
Both P2 and P4 haven’t received g2 and their ideals are respectively I2 =
(g1 g3 ) and I4 = (g1 ).
From shares f2 and f4 they know nothing about the part c2 g1 g3 that is in
f = f0 + c1 g1 g2 + c2 g1 g3 + c3 g2 g3 .
It is because fc = f + cg1 g3 would give them the same shares, if chosen
(that is if in f was chosen diﬀerent coeﬃcient by g1 g3 ). That is the case
since g1 g3 is an element of both in I2 and I4 , and, for example, for the
participant P4 :
Since f4 is reduced form of f modulo I4 , that is f = a4 g1 + f4 .
Then,
fc = f + cg1 g3 = a4 g1 + f4 + cg1 g3 = g1 (a4 + cg3 ) + f4 .
From uniqueness of remainder in Theorem 1 for Gröbner basis, we get that
f4 is also reduced form of fc modulo I4 (since it was before).
Similarly for participant P2 we get that f2 is reduced form of fc .
That means participants P2 and P4 cannot determine randomly chosen
part c2 g1 g3 in f , and from that reason, since g1 (a)g3 (a) ̸= 0, they cannot
deduce the value of f (a) as well.

6. Conclusions
We introduced theoretical ideas that allow, basing on methods with
Gröbner bases, to describe secure secret sharing schemes. Since we assume
fast calculations of certain Gröbner bases that are necessary for ﬁnding
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eﬃciently the CRT-solution in a version of CRT-algorithm for multivariate
polynomials [2], the results may be noted as theoretical. However, if one searches for applications of proposed constructions of sharing a multivariate
polynomial, conducting further research can be the subject: to investigate
polynomials such that needed Gröbner bases could really be calculated quickly or to perform precomputations eﬃciently. For applications, naturally,
it is also interesting to examine and compare eﬃciency.
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UWAGI NA TEMAT WIELOWYMIAROWYCH
ROZSZERZEŃ SCHEMATÓW PODZIAŁU SEKRETU
OPARTYCH NA WIELOMIANACH
Streszczenie. Wprowadzamy metody wykorzystujące bazy Gröbnera do schematów
podziału sekretu. Opis bazuje na wielomianach z pierścienia R = K[X1 , ..., Xl ], gdzie
tożsamości użytkowników oraz ich udziały są lub są związane z ideałami w R. Główne
teoretyczne rezultaty dotyczą algorytmicznej rekonstrukcji wielomianu wielu zmiennych
z takich udziałów zgodnie z zadaną (dowolną) strukturą dostępu, co stanowi uogólnienie klasycznych schematów progowych. W pracy wykorzystujemy konstruktywną wersję
Chińskiego twierdzenia o resztach w pierścieniu R pochodzącą od Beckera i Weispfenninga. Wprowadzone idee znajdują swój szczegółowy opis w naszych związanych z tym
tematem pracach.
Słowa kluczowe: bazy Gröbnera, twierdzenie chińskie o resztach, schemat podziału
sekretu, struktura dostępu, wielowymiarowa interpolacja.

